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Book in for
6 x Fat Cavitation Treatments

Receive 6 x RF Skin Tightening
Treatments for FREE!

WHAT IS FAT 
CAVITATION?

Fat Cavitation is a body contouring treatment which
targets unwanted fatty deposits that typically won't
shift with diet and exercise. This treatment is entirely

safe, non-invasive and pain-free. 

RF Skin Tightening works by targeting the tissue
beneath the epidermis outer layer with radio-frequency

energy. This energy generates heat, resulting in new
collagen production. The treatment also triggers

fibroplasia, the process in which the body forms new
fibrous tissue and stimulates collagen production,

causing collagen fibres to become shorter and tenser. 

HOW DOES
RF WORK?

Radio Frequency (RF) Skin Tightening is an advanced
scientific method of tightening and toning loose,

sagging or ageing skin with RF energy. Whether it be
tightening and toning loose skin after dramatic

weight loss or firming ageing skin, RF offers effective
results for virtually any part of the face and body.

Treatments are comfortable, non-invasive and do not
require any downtime.

WHAT IS RADIO FREQUENCY
(RF) SKIN TIGHTENING? 

HOW DOES FAT
CAVITATION WORK?

Fat Cavitation uses an ultrasound wand applied to a
specific area in a circular motion to convert body fat
into a soluble form. This process is called cavitation.

The fat is then processed and eliminated by the body's
natural filtration, urinary & lymphatic systems.
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Payment plans and subscriptions available 

I have been consistanctly working out for a
better part of 10 years, healthy diet and I dont

drink alochol but I could not shift the last
stubborn fat pockets at the bootom of my hips,
thights and stomach. I am beyond happy with
my results, I’m absolutely in love with my body
but more importantly I learnt how to be intune

with my body, I now understand how to nourish
& fuel my body. The education and appreaication

I have for Vital Effect for their amazing support
and knowledge throughout my journey has been

outstanding.! Well worth the investment!  

SHIFT STUBBORN
FAT AND GET
YOUR CONFIDENCE
(AKA SEXY) BACK!

Fat Cavitation & RF Treatments effectively
 address stubborn problem areas:

Are you looking for non-invasive and pain-free solutions
to stubborn fat deposits?

Fat Cavitation + Radio Frequency Skin Tightening are
the perfect treatment duo!

 A personalised home care plan and aftercare products combined with a healthy diet and minimum daily exercise of 20
minutes will enhance and maintain your results. Your therapist will take you through a complete program to make the

process effortless and easy for you to follow.

Fat Cavitation treatments and Radio Frequency Skin Tightening are the perfect combined modalities
for clients who want to reduce fat deposits and tighten loose skin due to fat reduction!

HOW MANY TREATMENTS WILL I NEED?

Treatment frequency will vary depending on the size and type of area. Typically, to achieve maximum results, a course of
6-10 treatments is needed, spaced one week apart. 

IS THERE ANY DOWNTIME AFTER THE TREATMENT?

No. Some clients may initially experience redness in the body area;  however, this will generally pass within 2-4 hours.

HOW CAN I MAXIMISE MY RESULTS? 

- Micaela & 31

Book a Free Consultation Today!

CONDITIONS APPLY: All offers shown are exclusive promotions and are not valid with any other offer, discount, or voucher. Offers cannot be
cross-redeemed. Not redeemable for cash or products. No refunds. Non-transferable. No substitutions. Treatments are redeemable for a limited

time.  Prices are subject to change without notice. Offers valid until 30 Nov 2023 or until sold out. 

PAY ONLY $995!

Valued at $2,495

https://bookings.gettimely.com/vitaleffect/bb/book
https://bookings.gettimely.com/vitaleffect/bb/book

